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Dr. Szilard 
Record lA 

The story began for me in fall of 1933. At that time I was in London 

and one day I read in the newspaper a report of the British Association at 

which Lord Rutherford spoke. Lord iutherford said that whoever is talking 

about liberating atomic energy on an industrial scale is talking moonshine. 

Lord Rutherford \vas an expert. An expert may be described as a man who 

knows what cannot be done. The statement that something cannot be done 

I always found very irritating for it is an expression of a negative 

phase and is not capable proof. So it seems I must have asked myself 

could Rutherford possibly be wrong? Could there be a way to liberate 

atomic energy on an industrial scale? emember that I was standing in 

waiting for the light to turn from red to green, 

it suddenly occurred to me that if we could find an element that is split 

by neutrons and in this proce ss a ......... neutrons •••......•.. and if 

we mixed two neutrons and they split, chain reaction might be possible. 

In the following next si x months I was more and more obsessed by this idea. 

There was one element , beryllium, which was my favorite candidate and in 

the summer of 1934 I began to make some experiments with beryllium. 

Beryllium didn't do what I wanted it to do. It did something else which 

later on turned out to be very useful when we began to study uranium. 

I found .....•... Chalmers, that if we take a block of beryllium 

with a hole in the middle , place radium in the hole so that the gamma 

rays of radium pass through the beryllium, then beryllium is disinte~ 

grated and .....•... slow neutrons. Because these neutrons are slow, 

this process was destined to play a major role in the story of chain 

reaction. 

In March 1934, I applied for a patent in Endand •.•...• the chain 

reaction. This patent was based on the hope that beryllium, or some 

other element, might be able to sustain a chain reaction because they 

emit ne utrons when they are split by neutrons. This patent application 

contained the following passae-e : "Through neutron change in which the 
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links of the chain are formed by neutrons of the Mass No. 1 alone. Such 

changes are only possible in the presence of a ........ stable element. 

A me tastabJe element is an element , the mass of which ..••...••.•.. is 

sufficiently high to allow its disintegration into parts and the liber

ation of energy . Elements like ur anium and thorium are such metastable 

elements ; these t wo elements reveal their me tastable nature by emitting 

alpha particles. Other elements may be metastable withou t revealing 

their nature in this way ." 

Believing that if a chain reaction is possible atomic bombs can be 

made I assi gned this patent to the British Admiralty in order to keep 

its c ontents secret. The arrangement was that the patent be returned to 

me when secrecy is no longer necessary. 

Beryllium was not ~xt the only element which was suspect. Suspect 

dre also indium, bromine and uranium . In all these cases there are more 

radio isotopes than we could account for an the basis of ......•.••.•.•..• 

when the element was bombarded by neutrons. And when ....•.•••.•• was 

visiting in 1935, I talked to him about my suspicion and above all, the 

need not only to examine thes e elements to ......•.•...•. the possibilities 

of a chain reaction but also the need to keep the results SEXXH~± s ecret 
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if it should turn out that one of them is capable of sustaining a chain xRx 

reaction . Paul doubted very muc h that secrecy could be organized in the 

purely scientific field and when he returned to Denmark he wrote an article 

in Nature about some of the anomalies whi ch I disc ussed wi t h him i n which 

he explici tly stated that the liberation of atomic anergy on an industrial 

scale is impossible . Having had 1i t tle success wi t h a physicist I thought 

of enli sting t he help of chei"lists because there is s ome s uc h thing as a 

chain r eaction in chemis try and therefore at least it was not unfamiliar to 

chemists. Therefore , I went to see Dr . l'liseman (sp?) whi>m I happened to 

know and who was one of the s uccessful industrial chemists in England. I 

told Wiseman of my ideas and suggested that we set up a res earch project 
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at a cost of about b2000 and go through the .•.•.. . •.. table of elements, 

examining each element to see if it did not perchance emit neutrons when 

bombarded by neutrons. Weisman received the suggestion quite favorabl¥ 

and later on I heard that he had discussed it with bti:idlxXR Michael Polani 

at that time the head of the Chemistry Department ar the University of 

1anchester. Polani thought that tktxx the project should be set up and 

this was the last I heard of it. In 1946 , I ran into Dr . Weisman by 

chance at the Wardman Park Hotel in \vashington. He seemed to be very 

pleased to see me and asked me if I remembered the occasion when I visited 

him in London. I said I did and he asked me if I remembered what we 

discussed and I said I did. "\\fel l," said Dr . \'Jeisman, "perhaps you will 

not believe me but I tried to ge t those b2000 for you and found that I 

couldn ' t." 

As time went on it t ur ned out that beryllium did not w emiD neutrons 

when it was split by neutrons and the anomalies observed in the case of 

bromine and in the case of indiun, I was able to explain satisfactorily 

after I concluded some e.~eriraents in 1938 . At this point I lost all hope 

that chain reaction could be set up along the lines I had envisaged, for 

lack of a suitable element that would emit neutrons when split by neutrons. 

in December 193?>, I wrote a letter to the British 

Admiralty suggesting that the patent which dealt \nth x chain reaction be 

abandoned . 

But before this letter reached them something happened the induced 

me to follow the letter with a cable asking that the letter be disregarded. 

l'Jhat happened was as follows : In January 1939, I went to visit E . B. 

l'1igner in Princeton who was rid of his jaundice . •Jigner told me of 

discovery of the fission of urani urn . . .. ... ..... .. found that when 

uranium was split by neutrons it disintegrated into two heavy, char ged 

fra gments. As I was listening to Wigner it suddenly occurred to me that 

these heavy fragments will evaporate (?) I'IIB neutrons because the mass is 
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is large c ompared to the char ge . Thus uranium , when split by neutrons , 

must emit neutrons , and at last we have an ele1aent which would be c apable 

of sustaining a chain reaction. I told Higner of this suspicion at onc e 

and he agreed with me that such a neutron emission of urnaium was rather 

likely . Knowing full well :tk what this meant my fir s t thought was to 

c ontact other physicists and to arrange \~th them that the neutron Bmmis 

emission of uranium and all that follows from it shall remain unpublished , 

to be c ollll'tunicated only to friendly repositories(?) . In January 1939 , 

it was for me a foregone conclusion that Germany will go to war and that 

it was very important to keep the discovery from Germany . I was i mpatient 

to contact Sam (?) who was at Columbia and whom I thought might think of 

these possibilities independently . I intended to x~ persuade ...••••••.•• 

to keep from discussing his thought with others until we are able to put 

our own thought s in order and see how we want to proc eed. Unfortuately , 

I fell ill and was for several weeks unable to contac t . . . .•.•.• . . .. 

"/hen I was well enough I went over to Columbia University . wa 

away but I fouJ1d Rabi . Rabi told me that ..••.••••..• thought of this 

possibility and mentioned some thing at a private meeting at the 

Carnegie Institution of Russian (?) but that the matter was not taken very 

s e riously . . .• •.. •..• Rabi conveyed to my thoughts and tell 

hi m my reasons why I believe that this is a matter that shouldn ' t be 

talked about but rather we should , as fast as possible , try to find out 

whether our fears are grounded and whether w ur anium will, ~ in fac t , 

emit neutrons when bombarded with neutrons. \1hen I next saw Rabi I asked 

him how took it . " '\Tell , " said Rabi , "I told mi: h:~I, what you 

said to me and all he said was 'nuts ' " "t\'hy did he say nuts?", I asked 

Rabi . "I don ' t know" , said Rabi. "\'Ihy don ' t we f'"O into his office, he 

na be here , and find out?" 

So ~abi and I went over to .• .•.. •..• Offi ce and .abi said, "I told 
Zillard v;hat you told me and he wants to F!no\v \'lhy did you say nuts?" "l'lcll ," 
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said . . .• . ..•.... "there is a remote possibility that uraniuB might »9 emit 

neutrons when you split it with neutrons and maybe bombs can be made if that 

is the case but I think that all this :· s very unlikely . " "How unlikely?" 

I asked. "Oh ," said ..••. • .•. . .... "maybe a probability of 10%" . "Well" , 

said Rabi, "if I follow you and someone tells me of a 10~ ......•..•.•• I 

do not consider this a very low probability. On the contrary , I would 

feel rather alarmed. I think we had better take this thing somewhat 'llore 

s eriously." 

This conversation nade it clear to me that it was useless to discuss 

tlus matter further until I could actually show that uraniuB will emit 

neutrons when it is split by neutrons. I was at that time not attached to any 

university or research institution. I cabled to England where I had a 

block of berylliuB that vas made to order for me in Germany . I loc ated some 

equipment at Columbia University \'Jhich was useable for the purposes of my 

e.rperiment and which was in char ge of Br . Walter .. ...• • .. • at Columbia 

University as a guest. He was at that time an instructor at the City 

College of New York . But in order to do the experiment I needed something 

else. I ci needed about one gram of radium. At this point I appealed 

for fuelp to Louis S . Straus with whom I had been in contact earlier and 

whom I kept informed of the developments . Straus was quite willing to 

help but he wanted some ~ sort of an ~XRHRm a greement concerning 

exploitation of the invention and I couldn ' t think of any agreement that 

would be flexible enough that could be entered into at this early stage . 

Finally, I borrowed $2000 from a friend, rented a gram of radium , and with 

one hand holding the radium and the other the block of beryllium, I 

walked into Columbia University and asked them for permission to work there 

as a guest for the next three months. The e:x'J)eriment ructld:x ac tually took 

one day. The radium arrived on the second of Barch , ."Jal ter Zinn and I 

started to work at onc e and the third day of March we saw copious emmss ion 

of neutrons from uranium under the action fo the slow neutrons , the gamma 
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rays f of radium liberated from the beryllium. The number of neutrons coming 

from uranium were , of course, very s mall c ompared to the larte number of 

neutrons that came from the beryllium. Because the neutrons emitted from 

the beryllium are slow and the neutrons emitted in the fission of uranium 

are fast we •ere able to distinguish the neutrons which came from the 

uranium by virtue of their greater energy from the neutrons which came 

from the beryllium. This is the reason why it was essential for the 

discovery of the neutronization of uranium to use, as a primary source 

of neutrons, the neutrons from beryllium . • ..•••.••••.••. l'Jho set up 

a different experiment for the same purpose at Columbia University thought 

at first that he would get by using a commercial, ....•.•.. of fast. oeutron 

But after a few days of experimentation he saw that he 

could not distinguish the neutrons from uranium from the f neutrons of his 

fast neutron source (?) and in the end he had to borrm-1 our slow neutron 

beryllium source in order to obtain .•.•••••..• results . In the process 

of the fission of uranium my first conc ern was agreement among the scientists 

to keep this result unpublished . As a matter of fact, I started to take 

steps in this direction one month before we were able to establish that 

uranium emitted neutrons. In January , a telegr am was received at the physics 

department of Colwnbia University which was addressed to Blatchich (?). 

It was opened by the s ecretary by some mistake and its contents became 

known in the dapartment. The telegram was signed by P.olben, a collaborator 

of Joliet and read "Joliet's experiments secret". Blatchica had shortly 

before this time visited Paris, Joliet must have told him about an exper

iment he v;as doing, and now , as a second thought, Joliet must have decided 

that he didn 't want his experiment talked about in America. Hence the 

telegram. If Joliet wanted to keep an experiment H secret, I thought to 

myself, then I knew what the experiment was , and therefor e I sat down and 

Y~rote the follo11ing letter to Joliet : The record is dated February 2, 

1939. I quote: "The only reason for my writing to you this letter today 
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is", so the record reads, "the remote ~NXXXbtii:i: possibility that I shall 

have to send you a cable in some. weeks and if that happens this letter will 

help you to understand what the cable i s about . This letter is, therefore , 

merely a p:l!H precaution, and we hope an unnecessary precaution . h1len Hans 

Paper (?) reached this country about a forni ght ago a few of us got at once 

interested in the question whether neutrons are liberated in the disin

tegration of uranium. Obviously, if mo r e than one neutron were liberated 

the thought of chain reaction would be possible . In cer tain circumstances 

this might then lead to the construction of bombs which would be extremely 

dangerous in general and particularly in the hands of certain i.ei:mftmt 

elements. It is of course not possible to prevent physicists from dis

cussing these things amonrr themselves and as a matter of fact the subject 

is fairly widely discussed here . However , so far every single individ al 

has excercised s ufficient discretion to prevent a leakage of these ideas 

into the newspapers. I n the last f ew days there was s ome di scussion here 

among physicists whether or not we shouilld take action to prevent anything 

along this line from being published in scientific periodicals in tlus 

country and also ask colleagues in Engl and and France to conside r taking 

simialr action. No ~HfXHXk definite conclusions have so far been r eached 

in these di scussions but if and when definit e st eps are being taken I 

shall send you a cable to tel l you what is being done. We all hope that 

there will be no, or at least not suffi cient neutron emission, and therefore 

nothing to worry about . Stil l , i n order to be on the saf e si de effort s ar e 

made t o clear up this point as qui ckly as possible . Perhaps you have also 

thought of the same things and have contemplat ed or started such experiment s. 

iaybe you are able to get defini te results at an earlier date which , or 

cour s e wou l d be very valuable to us, endi ng the present di squieting uncer

xxi:n:ti:J): tainty . Whatever information on the subject you mi ght care to 

transmit by letter or cabl e at some l at er date will I am s ure be greatly 

appreciated. Al s o , should you c ome to the conclusion that publication of 



such matter should be prevented your opinion will c ertainly be given very 

serious consideration in this country ." 

Now that I knew that neutrons are emitted in quantity in the fission 

of uraniun my main concern was to obtain agreement among all of us that 
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this phenomenon remain unpublished . ..••.•...•...•. . • and I as well as Enders 

and his collaborators, wrote up our results and sent it to the Physic al 

Review in the form of a letter to the editor . I was in favor of asking the 

Physical Review to delay indefinitely the publication of these papers and I 

enlisted in favor of the poli cy the head of E . D. \\Tigner , in Priceton , 

Edward Teller in \\·ashington . The thought the scientific result shall be 

kept secret was novel and revolting to sone of those c oncerned. Fermi in 

particular disliked the idea very much . By the middle of ~.arch , Fermi , 

Teller , and I met in Washingt on in order to discuss whether or not our 

publication should be delayed. After a long discussion Teller decided to 

take my side of the ar E>·umen t and Fermi , in his characteristic fairness , not 

only bowed to this rnajori ty view, but undertook to go back to New Yook and 

to arragge through Professor Pi gram, Chairman of the department , to inform 

the Physic al Review that our papers shall remain unpublished . 

Upon ny return to New York I found .• .•....•..••• , Albert and Kovas ky 

have done an experiment very similar to the one that Ferni had done on the 

neutron emission of uraniur.1 and published a letter in Nature disc l osinr the 

e ·i stence of this phenomenon . By no\·; a number of my friends are convinced 

that withholding publication is the right policy. Anong them was Vic tor 

Wisekopf. He cabled to Halben trying ±~xxsMxbl :t~ to persuade then to 

withhold also the publication and communic ate their resutts to friendly 

. . ...••.•. • 1.n manusc r i pts k privately . But "Wi sekopf also cabled Blackett 

and Wi gner v,rrote to Dirak. One of the difficulties of this undertaking was 

the fact that those of us who were in favor of establishing the rule of 

secrecy in the field, could not prove in any way, could not make it even 

very plausibc!e , that establishing a chain reaction meant the possibility of 
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producing atomic bombs . All we c ould say was that this was such a new field 

that we must make due allowance for unforeseen developments and that in 

view of the potential possibility of making bombs, the greates t c aution 

represents the wisest course . Amonc those who thought t hat bombs were impos-

sible even though a chain reaction might be possible , were Nils Bohr . 

Joliot and his group also took this point of view and decided that everythigg 

should be published from here on . I tried to convinc e my friends that Joliet 's 

non- cooperation should not deter us from 1.·•hat we regarded as the \is est course . 

I thought that if Joliot continues to publish and we don 't and if he i s not 

informed of our res ults sooner or later he will be forced to fall in line 

and join the pool of those who coJ1Ul1Unic ate their manusc ripts to each other 

privately rather than be left alone and remain uninformed of what was 

going on . However , Fermi , by now , was quite unwilling to go along , ...•• . ••.. 

took a strong position agains t secrecy and only Herbert Enders (?) (Ander -

son?) among those 1.'w'ho were actively working in this field c arr.e to see the 

merit of the course wkXf whi ch I proposed. Sinc e we could not agree on 

this issue we agreed to leave the decision on up to Bigger (? ). Then Dr. 

Pigram decided that we should publi s h our :x:es:uib results and this important 

decision like so many other important decisions which were to follow , were 

based on false premises . I t s o happened that Br . Rabi visited Urbana , 

Illinois . One of the men whom I kept informed of my results wa s Dr . 

Goldharb in Urbana . When Rabi f oumd mrt that Goldharb knew of the neutron 

emission of uranium about which I wrote to him he thought tha t the news 

was out and that sec recy would serve no further us eful purpos e . He so 

inf orrned Pi gram and .....•.. . . Pi gram decided in favor of publi s hing our 

results . The fac t that uranium emitted neutrons in the fission pr ocess 

made it likely that a chain reac tion might be pos s ible but be no means 

c ertain . So Fermi and I teamed up and vJi th Herbert Anderson <Je set up an 

e periment that was designed t o show whether or not uranium water sys tem( ? ) 

could be made chain reac tion . -le worked very hard at thHis experiment/ End of rec ord B- 2 



(Beginning Record A-3) 

So much that when we found that urnaium emitted more neutrons than it 

absorbed under the conditions of the experiment we thought that we had 

shown that uranium water system was chain reaction. He knew, of course, 

that neutrons are absorbed by the ..•.•••.•• in the water but we thought 

we could reduce tha amount of water. It did not occur to us that if we 
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did reduce tha amount of water we wo uld increase the absorption of uranium 

and thus defeat our purpose. I do not know how long we \vould have persisted 

in this ereor had not Klatchek come to visit us and drawn our attention to 

the fact that we have not shown that the uranium water system could be 

made chain reacting . As a matter of fact, looking at our results more 

closely it was possible to deduce that most likely a uranium water system 

was not chain reacting even though it came very close to it. Plasek (?) 

proposed that \ve think in terms of using heli urn for slowing down the neutrons 

rather than water . There was some merit in this proposal but it was not a 

practical proposal. It was really most impractical , or at least we thought 

so. And from then on "Plasek 's helium" became one of Fermi 's standard 

jokes , in the labs . I, too, thought that helium was not very practical 

but I also thought that water was hopeless and I be gan to think about the 

possibility of a graphite uranium system. During the last feu weeks of 

June, while Fermi still hoped that a water srani ur.~ S¥Ster.~ could be made 

chain reacting if the water and uranium are kept in layers and if the 

tluckness of the uranium layers is just made ri ght. By the end of June, 

our manuscript was ready to be sent to the printer and Fermi left to 

give a SlllTlliter course at Ann Arbor , Hichi gan. 

Tn the days that followed I became more and more convinc ed that a 

graplu te uranium system will be chain reacting and thought that this could 

be demonstrated 'tJi thin a very short time if only we could ge t enough 

graphite and urani urn to s et up a large scale experi ment. I first thought :tk± 

that we might get some help from the Navy and discussed this possibility 

with Dr. Chew (?) of the Carnegie Institute in l'Jashington who promised to 
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take the matter up with Ross Gard (? ). This would have been our sec ond 

approach to the Navy and I want to say something about the fir s t approach . 

As soon as I knew that neutrons cone off in the fission of uranium I 

telephoned J,·;i g-ner in Princeton and Teller in \~ashington . Throughout 

all these years 1lif'ner played the role of the conscience of the physi 

cists . ';i:;ner once came to New York and inpresscd tpon :ms: us the need to 

inform the gov2rnment of the possibilities involved . At the urfing of 

\''i ..,.ner , Pirrram telephoned to Charles Edison and asked Edison to set up 

an appointment for Fermi \·.rho was supposed 1 o be in ;ashington any\'llay on the 

following day . Fermi did not get to see Charles Edi son but he saw a 

f'Toup of people, which included Ralph Gu n who was scientific advisor to 

('ffi c e of l''aval 1esearch. At that tiRe the t:avy seemed to be unimpressed . 

But Ross Gard (?) sho ·:ed sone interest in the matter and so I thoup-ht 

that he \·.rould be our best chance to obtain adequate support . 

The response to the s econd approach, this time through Chew, resulted 

in the following letter, written by Ros s Gunn (?) to me . 

"The Princeton (?) neeting of the Physical Society has been card 1lly 

considered . As I indicated to you at that time it seen~ almost i mpossible , 

in light of the restrictions which are imposed on governnent contracts for 

servic es , to cc>rry through any sort of an agreenent that would be helpful 

to you. I regret this situation but see no escape . \,1e are anx!bous , 

however, to cooperate \·.ri th you in every respect and appreciate you assistance 

on this ioportant problem . " 

This letter was dated July 10 , 1939 . Dy the time I received this 

letter I was s omehmv convinced that the chain reaction can be set up in 

a uranium- graphi te system. I bonbarded Fermi vith letters urging him 

that we adopt this line of research and that we go into it in a big way. 

I did not want to wait ntil the fall when Fermi returns but wanted to make 

all the arrangements necessary to enable us to work before the end of the 

sunmer . Hov.rever , Fermi ' s r eplies were rather cautious , in particu 1 ar a 
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letter whi ch he \\Tote to Pigram, seemed to have the effect that Pi gram was 

reluctant to do anything ri ght away and wanted to wait for the fall term 

to begin . Therefore , I told ":igne r about this situation and together we 

decided t o take ac tion independently of Columbia University , i f Columbia 

University proved to be so slug~i sh. One of our concerns \vas that the Germas 

might get l a rge quantities of uranium from Belgium. So the imnediate 

problem seemed to be somehow to inforn the Belgian Government that would 

be involved in uranium «Xs~NXRXXHS deliveries to Germany at this time. 

It oc curred to me that Einstein knew very well the Quean of the Belgiams . 

And so I suggested to ';igner that we see Einstein and enlist his help in 

getting the cooperation of the Belgi am Government. I c alled up Einstein's 

office in Princ eton and was told that he was spending the summer in Pec onic, 

Long I sland. So ..•..•••• and I drove out to Peconic and tried to loc ate 

his house there . He were told that he oc cupied Dr . . Moore ' s cabin but no 

one s eemed to knmr where Dr. Mrolx.~:l I'oore ' s cabin was . Thus we drove 

around Pec onic for about half an hour without any direction and were just 

about to give up when I leaned out of the window and asked a native boy 

v.rho was standing on the r oadside of he knew where Einstein ' s house was. 

This boy knew , though:.t:x he had E.XXHx.imx:x.d never heard of Dr . Moore's 

c abin , and he volunteered to guide us there . This is how we found Ei nstein. 

I told Einstein of my c onviction that chain reaction c ould be set up 

in the near future in a uranium- graphite system and I showed him the manu

script of the paper which Fermi h and I had prepared on the water- uranium 

system. 

Ei nst ein saw the point at once and he was quite (a few words are garbled 

here) didn ' t seem to him such a good idea but he was willing to write to 

the Belgian Gover nment and the only question was whether this should be 

done iti:XBU directly or somehow through a third party .......•.•.. we 

feel that if we go through the State Department .... . .... suggested that 

we draft a letter, send a c opy to the State Department and inform the 
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State Department. (This is the end of Record 3-A and there is so much 

interference I cannot understand the last few sentences but it seems to 

end up: This is where we left the matter when \\Ti gner and I drove back to 

New York. lvi gner then left for the West Coast and I began to give further 

thought to the matt er . Somehow it did not seem ri ght to come in with such 

a r ecord to the State Department c old and I felt that we needed 

(Be ginning of Record B-4) 

And I thought that we ought to try to ge t in touch with the U. S . 

government in some other manner . Not knowing my way about I went to get 

advice from Dr . Gustav Stolper . Stolper was a Ge r man who used to be 

editor of the Deutsche Stolper wa s and economist who used to 

be editor of the leading economic journal in Germany and whom I know 

from the time that I lived in Berlin . I told him frankly our problem 

and he XHIX:Nl'lmlHB recommended that I talk to Dr . .. . .•• . •. . who w had 

wcrked for Roosevelt in the past and who was at that time the Vic e 

President and Ecomomic Advisor to the Lehman Corporation . 
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5/22/56 Dr. Szilard (Record S-10) 
~{I 

f 
In the first days of 1939 I realized the advantages of using "'\ 

graphite in place of water for slowing down neutrons. I wrote to Dr. Fermi 

who 1-1as in Ann Arbor a number of letters pointing out :tkrl the advantages of 

this s ystem and later in July I made a simple computation that showed that 

? 
the lattice of uranium bodies in graphite is likely to sustain a chain reaction. 

1.....1 

see 
This system looked so promising that I went t a/Professor Einstein . I •••••• 

the first one w:U.bh Dr. Wigner, the second one 'With Dr. TelJe r and the letter of 

Professor Einstein to........ To this letter was attached a memorandum. Both 

the letter and memorcn dum were submitted in person by Dr. Sachs to the President. 

'I'he President appointed a committee under the chairmanship of Dr. Briggs.~ 

~ This committee met on October 21, 1939 and S].lbsequently I submitted to 

Dr. Briggs a memorandum in which I stated that I calculated the chain reacting 
) 

graphite uranium system in which C 's of uranium metals were embedded in graphite. 

Dr. 
The memorandum also states that/Fermi has calculated the m.omogenous system of 

uranium inc arbon. In February 1940 I sent a :r:aper to the Physical Review on a 

divergent chain r eaction in a uranium-carbon system. In this paper a lattice of 

uranium metal spheres in g~aphite was calculated and it was stated that this system 

will sustain a chain reaction. The calculations were refined later on and by 
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Nhe first of November 1940 at the time that Columbia University obtained its first 

contract f or the developnent of the Fermi-Szilard system of chain reaction. We 

would have been in a position, if we c hos e to do so, to d escribe a chain reacting 

unit giving the correct and sizes of the uranium body and the correct ratio ---
of uranium to carbon in the system so that a sufficiently large pile built on the 

basis of these principles would have maintained said sustaining chain reaction . 
Such a ey- stem was actually set up in Chicago and made to operate on Dec . 2, 1942 . 

The actual exp::riment was under the direction of Fermi. Early in 1943 we were 

told that the government was interested in taking our p:J.tents in this field . I 

suggested to Dr. A. H. Compton Who was the director of the metallurgical laboratory 

at the Universit y of Chicago where t his work on uranium was carried out they should 

take me o ff the payroll so that during the tine •·men I write down my inventions 

for the record I shall not dra,.r salary which comes indirectly from the g overnment . 

Correction: I told Dr. Compton that my c ontribution to the chain-reacting system 

predated my employment on any government contract and I would therefore ap:rreciate 

if an agreemeent were drawn up in which I would assign my inventions to the government 

for a reasonable financial c ons ideration. In order to enable the government to enter 

into a discussion of t his subject I proposed to Dr. Compton that I wi.. ll write down 

my inventions in the form of a patent application but that I will not file this 
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application but use it in my discussions wL th the government representatives. I 

proposed to Dr. Compton to keep me off the payroll until such time as I have 

finished this writing job because I did not feel that I ought to drav-1 government 

salary while I was working on these patent applications. C 

Captain Lavender, who represented both and the War 

Department in this matter discussed with me my inventions and early in 19~.3 told 

~ that he was going tor ecommend that I be offered $ 2.5,000 for all of my inventions 

in this field which I made prior to accepting employment under government contract. 

He also told rre that I will either have to accept this offer or that I vi 11 have to 

lel!ve the project. Correction: Captain Lavender, of the ----, representative 

of the \.Jar Departrrent also in this matter, entered into discussion with me of my 

invention~. v.Jhen I comple ted my writing down of these inventions I asked Dr. Compton 

to be put back on the payroll. Dr. Compton informed me that he was under orders of 

Gen. Grove not to put me back on the payroll until Gen. Groves gives his explicit 

:r:srmission. Having completed my writing job I went back to mrk without ray and I 

did not receive ray throughout the year 19~.3. After I assi~ged all my inve!rtions 

to the g overnment an arrange~nt was made under which I received back pay for the 

year. But throughout the year 1943 I worked on the project without receiving any 

pay . 
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Captain Lavender after a while informed me that he was going to 

recommend that the government pay me $25,000 for all of my inventions, made 

by me before being employed under governemt contract. He explained to me that 

I will have the choice either to accept this sum or else that I would have to 

leave the prodect. The resspn for this, so Capt. Lavender explained, was that 

if I remained on the project and did not reach an agreement with the government 

I would have a claim against the government and I would be strengthened in this 

claim by the knowledge I would acquire if I continued to work on the project. 

Shortly thereagter Dr. Cpmpton came to me and said that he had bean ordered 

to cut me off from all secret information until such time as I had assigned all 

my inventions to the government. He told that there was no other way for him 

to do this but to ask me not to come to the laboratory any more since technically 

there was no way to cut me off from secret information in any other way. xxxEiN 

~x~~~±EEX±kxixxxwxsx At that time I was KEEEH«XH~xwXxk engaged in working on · 

some problems in connection with the construction of the Hanford plant. Most of 

the problems of the Hanford system were solved with a few rather difficult problems 

remaining and I was, in fact, able to solve one of these jointly with Gale Young 
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In these circumstances I said that !cannot leave the project and Xi 

between 
±Ewi~x told Dr. Compton that if it comes to choosing/remaining on the project 

and retaining the rights to my inventions or signing away inventions to the 

government and remaining with the project, I have no choice but to choose 

the latter. I told Dr. Compton also that I would write to Dr. Vannevar 

Bush protesting against being forced to assign my inventions to the government 

on the government's terms. At the same time I would offer the government, 

through Dr. Bush, to enter into an undertaking whereby I would renounce forever 

making any claims arising out of my inventions against the government ••..••• 

Dr. Compton, thereupon, ~tX agreed that I should remain at work. I wrote 

this letter to Dr. Bush and received from him a non-commital answer. I was 

given to understand xx± that my offer to renouce all claims against the 

government would not suffice. In December 1943 I was told that Gen. Groves 

would come to Chicago and that it would be necessary for me to give final 

answers on the government's demand that I assign my patents to the government. 

I met Gen ~XXNX2XX Groves, Capt. Lavender and Col. Metcalf and I asked Gen. 

Groves iwhether he would be willing to ~~ say that I can remain working on 

the project whether or not I assigned my iEXKSHXX3EXX inventions to the 

*-P.fprnment on the government's terms. Gen. Groves said that he was not 
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willing to say so. I then asked Gen. Gfoves whether he would say I cannot 

remain working on the project unless I assigned my inventions to the govern-

ment and Gen. Groves said that he wouldn't say so because this would be duress. 

I thereupon stated the following: that I believes, as did many of my ~Xi~ 

colleagues, that the Germans were ahead of us in this development: that under 

these circumstances I felt that I cannot leave the project and since I assume 

that I will have to leave the project if I didn't assign my inventions to the 

government, I will assign these inventions but not on the government's terms. 

I felt that I would not accept the $25,000 offered by Capt. Lavender but instead 

would take a sum equal to my expenses. I submitted an itemized list of these 

expenses which amounted to a total of $15,000 plus. The bulk of these expenses 

consisted in the price of a settlement which I had to make in order to acquire 

clear titl e to my inventions. I had tkKmxxxxx~ then entered into a 

contract in XR~x 1936 with a private par~y and the government representative 

a 
thought that I would have to buy back this contract if I wanted iE clear title 

to my inventions and assign those inventions to the government. 

In July 1939 I recognized for the first time that there was a good chance 

of maintaining a chain reaction in a uranium-gr~phite system. (??) 

an out of pocket expense in the list of expenses were my living expenses 
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in the amount of $333.33 per month covering the period from March 1939 to 

November 1940 during which time I worked at Columbia University but received 

no pay. 

On the following day I signed a contract which assigned all of my 

inventions to the government. The contract contains a rubber stamp which 

expresses the thought that I signed this contract of my own free will. I 

never had seen such a clause stamped on any of the previous contracts which 

I have ever signed . On the next day I dictated a memorandum addressed to 

Dr. Compton which is now in my fiels that I left in the custody of the 

Atomic Energy Commission when I left the project in 1945. In this memorandum 

led 
I summarized the conversation with Gen. Groves which XBxN me to sign the 

contract with the government. Upon the signing of the contract a separate 

agreement was drafted which enabled me to receive back pay for the year 1943 

during which I worked but was kept off the payroll. Also at the signing of 

the agreement I was put back on the payroll of the project. (End of Record 11) 
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(Bedn • ec orc: 12 ) 

In November 1C' ·1C a c ontr .c t ·v.::.- ~- ·::: J Colur:!bia University '' 

~~e governme nt fo r $40 , 000 for the purpose of developing the Fermi-Szilard 

system of establi c;hi ·l ,.,. a chain reacti on in t!rani ur.:: . My main concern was to get 

uranium, if possible in the form of metal, of s ufficient purity and to get graphite 

of sufficient purity to make a valid experiment. What we wan ted mainly to do i s 

to test directly by measurements on a pile c omposed of g raphit e and a lattice of 

t· rc iur c ontainine bodies whether or not sai d sustaining chain reaction can be 

expect ed to occur if the pile were maid sufficiently large. 1\Te did not have 

funds to purchase materials in any appr eciab£e quantity but promised 

that s ue!' funds would be made availablethrough the National Bureau of Standards 

which was supposed J~ c l_)"'rchase th es e materi als for us . The tcouble was that 

these materials c ould not be obtained ins fficient purity c onmercial ly . Byt 

having to negotiate for ther through the RNKH~ Bureau of Standards became a 

major bottlenec k of }i~RRSS progress. Varied contacts with manufacturers of 

material is very important if no finished product is commercially available 

because only through private conwer sations can you di scover how the quality of 

the material might be improved . One important fact cane out of a casual conver-

sation with representat ives of the National Carbon Company. Fermi and I had 

lunch with t wo men froo the National Carbon Company from whom we expected to buy 
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some graphite. The graphite seemed to be fairly pure and the total impurity 

would have been dangerous only if it has contained some element that was very 

strongly absorbing neutrons. When we had our luncheon I said, half-jokingly 

to one of these men, "You wouldn't put boron into your ~:xixJll graphite, or would 

you?" The two men looked at each other and there was an embarrassed silence. 

"As a matter of fact," said one of then, "samples of graphite which come from one 

of our factories contain boron because it so happens that we manufacture in that 

arcs 
factory graphite electrodes for electric R'EXJl!XX%:s into which boron is customarily 

put. Had we negotiated as we \vere supposed to do with these men through the 

National Bureau of Standards we would have never discovered this important fact. 

We had worse luck with uranium. We were given the specifications of the uranium 

oxide which was supposed to be delivered to us and the uranium seemed to be pure 

enough on the basis of those specifications . But then on a visit to the factory 

which made uranium metal out of the uranium oxide for our experiments we discovered 

another list of impurities which differs from ours which was much worse. This was 

re-examine 
a purely accidental discovery. It led us to/~~~ the uranium wluch was delivered 

to us and it turned out that our uranium was equally impure. Wxmrxx When I looked 

into the process how the uranium was purified I was struck by the fact that an 
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important group of elements which were strong neutron absorbers if ______________ _ 

they were never removed from the finished product. But when I ilti::s.lUt:XSHIXx dis-

cussed with the National Bureau of Standards whether we shouldn't change the 

procedure of purification I was told that the process which would improve the 

quality would take a long time to prepare and since we were in a hurry to get the 

chain reaction going the Bureau of Standards was not willing to advocate a change 

in the chemical purification . Because all these troubles were besetting us I got 

more and more impatient during the first half of 1941. Somehow we did not seem to 

be able to get the things done which we knew needed to be done . During this early 

period I was also haunted by the fear that it might be possible to detonate the 

uranium metal by fast neutrons if a sufficiently large quantity of this metal is 

assembled. Whether or not this is possible depended on the following thing: the 

bulk of natural uranium is Uranium 238 and it fissions bnly if it is hit by fast 

neutrons. In this fission it emits fast neutrons and v1hether or not a chain reaction 

can be maintained depends on how fast the neutrons emitted for fission are slowed 

down so that they might lose their effectiveness if further uranium. 

Dr. and I pursued therefore a side line XEXRXX~XEEXXEXR~ investigation 

to determine how fast uranium metal slows down fast neutrons and we did not stop 

this line of investigation until we were satisfied that uranium metal cannot be 

used to maka a bomb. 
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Things would have dragged on in a most xx unsatisfactory way had not 

the British recognized that ~~~~1«xkaxmxa.xixsm it is possible to 

separate sufficient quantity of Unranium 235 to make atomic bombs. Anybody could 

recognize this fact: ~IIX we knew two things - how much. uranium ? 

could be separated with a reasonable industrial effort and how much (U 235?) 

it took to make a bomb. At Columbia University llKX Urey and the __ _ office of 

worked on 
Naval Rxxwxxw Research/~ the separation of uranium isotope 235, WHXX; While 

Fermi and I worked on the nuclear properties of uranium. It so happens that I 

actually measured the cross. section of Uranium 235 for medium velocity neutrons 

jn the first half of 1939 . From this I could have computed how much Uranium 235 

it takes to make a bomb. The amount seemed faily large and I did not know that 

it was possible to separate such quantities of xx«XXx uranium 235. Urey's contract 

specified that he was not supposed to discuss his results with Fernu ana me WHu 

were not fitted and therefore we were not able to put two and two together and 

come out with a simple statement that bombs could be made out of reasonable 

quantities of HXXKXkcxuranium 235. In Britain there were a number of German 

refugees such as Simon and Fish (?) who at the beginning of the war were 

not permitted to work on anything of military significance and therefore took to 

working on uranium. Simon was interested inthe separation of uranium 235, Fish 
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and and Paris (?) were interested in nuclear properties. Nothing prevented 

them from talking to each other. They put two and two together and they 

informed the British government of the possibility of making Uranium 235 

The British Government informed the American Gov. 
bombs with quantities of material that were industrially available./ So for 

attention 
the first time our «Xx~timx was directed to the problem of making atomic 

bombs rather than merely to the problem of making a chain reaction of 

\ 

producing parts for driving submarines. chain reaction now 

(plutoniu~) 

began to appear in terms of making chain reaction to make 

bombs and for the first time the government realized that our project was 

important. Oliphant came over here from England and attended a meeting of 

the Uranium Committee which neither Fermi nor I were permitted to attend. He 

realized that something was very wrong and that the work on uranium was not 

pushed in an effective way. He discussed his concern with Hugh Lawrence who 

in turn approached Compton and as a result of this agitation it was decided 

to reorganize the project. A. H. Compton was supposed to be in charge of 

setting up a chain x~ reaction with a view of producing plutonium. Mr. 

Urey was supposed to be put in charge of separating Uranium 235 by the 

fusion method and Lawrence was supposed to be in charge of separating Uranium 235J 
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by method. Actually reorganization took place around the first ------

of Jan. 1942. At that time the project from Columbia University was moved 

to Chicago and all of the grant funds were put at the disposal of the project. 

However, even now the authority to purchase materials was not given to the 

project. (End of RecordS 12) 

(Bf 1<-.eco'I'J S"- 13) While negotiations for materials formerlyhad to go through the 

the purchase of 
Bureau of Standards now REM negotiations for/materials had to go through 

Murphy of Standard Oil of New Jersey. This division of authority hampered us 

throughout the first half of 1942. In spite of this somehow A. H. Compton 

managed to make arrangements for obtaining uranium purified in the right way 

so as to unanium from neutron absorbing substances which the older -----

way of preparing it did not remove. As purer grade uranium was obtained 

and uranium metal began to come in it became clear that a self-

sustaining chain reaction would be achieved. This much was clear to most of 

us including A. H. Compton, Director of the Project, in the spring of 1942. 

Stagg? And on December 2, 1942 the chain reaction was actually started at Field 

on the campus of the university. As soon as it became clear that the chain reaction 

will succeed my attention and also the attention ,of turned toward the 

problem of having an effective cooling system and sf solving the technological 
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and engineering problems belonging to these cooling systems, So that a reactor 

high-powered output can be constructed and sufficient quantities of plutonium can 

EKH be manufactured. There was a feeling in the Project that the cooling of a 

reactor is not a problem for physicists to worry about, that this is an engineering 

problem and should be entrusted to engineers. There was an engineering group set 

up in the project which set up an advisory committee having 8 members and I was 

one of the members but E. P. Wigner was not put on the committee since it was 

clear that Wigner thought more about engineering problems taking due regard to the 

~hysics involved than anyone has. I tried to correct this omission but I did not 

engineering group 
succeed and took a position that they did want to enlarge the committee 

for it would be MHWKxx~xMEWxix unwieldy. This engineering group then decided 

to adopt ~he cooling system such as a car cooling system, Number 1, and develop 

the process design along this line. NKXXKXXXx Neither I nor Dr. Wigner thought 

that this design was good or that approach of the cooling systen # 1 

was acceptable.Wigner therefore tried to get an engineer attached to his group of 

physicists in order to work out an alternative system which I shall call system 

#2. It fuok a long time before the engineering group agreed that he should have 

and engineer, but finally he was given an engineer and they walked away quietly 

trying to develop with one engineer and a number of physicists what we 
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might call a cooling systen #2. When, at the end of 1942, the ~ ----
manufacture 

Company took over the construction of the plant for the ~x~~±«m of plutonimm 

the official recommendation of the Project adopted the cooling system #1 advocated 

by the engineering group. After the ____ _ Companymd a few weeks opportunity to 

study the system Dr. Wigner presented to them a process designed for system #2 

which he had worked out with one engineer. The company decided to use ----

system #2 tather than system #1 which was unworkable. Physicists in the project 

were unhappy about the way cooperation with the _____ Co. was setMx up. The 

DuPont (?) Co. had very good engineers but they did not have the required 

knowledge of nuclear physics. They were supposed to draw up the plans and 

the Project was given the right to object to any given solution xi±k which the 

DuPont Company may put forward. Clearly this is a very peculiar way of arriving 

at a design and for a logg time most physicists on the Project did not believe 

that the DuPong Company will be able to produce a workable des i gn on the 

bas i s of t his trial and error proceedure . The decided t hat it 

was not a good desi gn but a desi gn t hat worked . At least it worked f or a 
I 

while . And af t er ..• . ..... went into operation they \~ere able to del t ve r 

material during the x war without any s erious hitch . The di s a greement 

about the cooling sys tem to be used put the fo r m of a fi ght bet ween the 

physi cis t s and the engineers . The issue was , should the physi c i s ts be 

x timmlll permitted to make their own des igns or should all designing be 
• - j • 
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concentrating in the engineering group and the physicists merely act in 

an advisory capacity. This fight reached its end , of c ours e , automatically 

at this time , when the Dupont Company took over the construction of the 

parts, for the responsibility was then clearly assi gned to the Dupont 

Company. But gradually , .••.•...•.. the fight ended to the temporary 

victory of the engineers. Dr . Compton instructed XH the physi c ists to 

cease wor ki ng on the process designs and to ac t as consultants to the 

engineering group . \\!hen the engineers came over to ask Dr . Wigner for 

his cooperation, Dr . Wigner asked , "What do you want to do?" " I me an, what 

do you wanjr me to do?" "Well ," they said, "x:i:Xl:x all we want you t o do is 

X:RXWRXXENX~~±ID'IX answer our questions. " "Oh," said Wi gner , "if you know 

the answer to which 
what questions to ask , you will find/.tkxi: any question/you might ask and 

which I can answer in my files . All I have to do then , is give you the 

key to my file, which I shall be ve ry glad to do. Obviously, in order to 

know wkrt the right answers otherwise you dont know what the right questions 

are ." And this kind of cooperation would have lead ls1J9 us roc nowhere had we , 

in fact, adopted it. After it bec ame c lear that half our plans were success-

iully operating , the Chicago projec t relaxed . It then became possible for 

more 
the physicists to take a / detached view and some of us began to think of the 

wi sdom of making bombs , testing bombs, and using bombs. In March 1945, 

whi ch was clear that Germany was defeated and after the defeat of Ge rmany 
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it was clear that Japan could not hope to \\rin the x war . I personally 

thought that using the bomb against the cities of Japan would be a great 

mistake. And x I draft ed a memorandum raising this issue , And the issue 

of what the existence of atomic bombs would me an after the war , the need for 

intermational control in this field, Thi s memorandum I ... ..• . •. to the 

project and I found that many prople ~~ a r reecl wi th the views expressed in 

it. I therefore decided to get this memorandum into the hands of the 

President . There was no hope of accomplishing this by g going through 

chanels . I theref ore asked for an appointment with Mrs. Roosevelt with 

whom I wanted to discuss how at best, to get this memorandum to the 

President. The appointment was s et for a date in April. By this date 

and \1hen I had this date I final ly submitted x the memorandum to Dr . A. H. 

Compton, Director of the project , for his information. I expected that 

Dr. Compton would urge me to go through chanels but after he fx:exlll read 

the memorandum, to my s urpri s e , he simply said, " I \'!ish you would get 

this into the hands of the President." Greatly relie~ed, I left his office 

and returned to my own office to attend to some business. I had not been 

for 
in my own office/more than a minute or two when there was a knock on the 

door and there stcod Compton ' s assistant , ~8mp±Mn who had just heard over 

the radio, he said, that Roosevelt had died . ~~ s. Roosevelt, of course, ... 
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cancelled the appointr.tentxn and here I st~od now with the memorandum and did 

not know what to do ~ i th it. It vas clear that ve mag ought to get the 

nemorandu.'ll to President Truman but no one \vhom I knew seemed to know 

President Trur.mn. Finally , it occurred to someone that our being a kx 

very large project , ther e ought to be some one among the physicists 

from Kansas City. We went through a list of names , found our man and 

within two days had an appointment at the \'!hite :aim» House. We saw the 

executive secretary of the President .kui: By "we", I mean Dr . Bartky (?), 

the Associate Director of the projec~, who accompanied me, and I. He read 

the memorandum and said , "Oh, I see. This is serious business. I was a 

littJe skeptical, at first, because this appointment came through Kansas 

City." (The secretary of the President, Whom we saw was Nat Connolly..) 

"The president has asked me," said Nat (?)Connolly, "to make an appointment 

and 
for you with Mr. Burns . Are you willing to go/see him in Spartensburg, 

South Carolina. \1Je did not know ri ght away that I was XH~l§~sesupposed to 

see Burns . At that time, Burns was out of the overnment, and we did not 

understand why we were supposed to s ee him untill a few weeks later when 

w·e heard that he had been appointed Secretary of State. an 

area point to be designated later I went to see Einsten. I was not free to 

tell him what the trouble was . All I could t e ll him Has that there was 
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serious trouble and that a serious mistake might be made unless tha 

President intervenes . I asked him to write another letter to President 

Roosevelt . ..•...•.• his earlier letter and sugr,esting the President 

give serious cons ideration to whatever we may put forward for his attentio:o. 

I gave the menorandum ancl Einstein ' s letter t:o t:k:exRx:eg:ia~t~Ht: for 

President Roosevelt to !!at Connolly. (End of Recore Sl3) 

(Be ginnigg of Record Sl4) 

i\ie asked !-'at Connolly if it would be alri ght if Dr . . •.•.•••• Came along 

to see Burns, and he agreed . \ e telephoned ......•. who joined us in 

'lashington and we went ~.t to see Burns in Spartensburg . Burns read the 

r.1emor andur.1 and seeired unimpressed. \•!hen I mentioned to him the dange~ous 

situation that would arise if Russia had a stockpile of atonic bombs , he 

said , that he had been informed that Russia has no uranium . At the re-

quest of Stevenson (?) the President bad appointed the 

Committee to decide on a whether or not the bomb shall be used and in 

what manner . Burns \'Jas a member of this coram ttee but at . the time that 

we saw Burns, the Comrni ttee had not yet met. (May 28th) . ........• Gross(? ) 

a 
paid one visit to Burns and gave him/:axgREExxi briefing of the situation . 

. . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . (unable to make this out) .•........ • .•••.. . .•..•..••.•. . 

I told Burns that ~ns:m::h on such a vast terri tory as is .Russia it was 
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exceedingly unlikely that lm·1- grade uraniun ores could not be found , and 

for the purpose of r.1aking ator.lic k3km bor.1bs, low- grade uranium ore was 

perf ectly usable . So at this time when uranium was mined in order to 

produce radilur.I low-grade ores are not economically utilizable. And there-

for e , only high- grade ores were worse. Disr egarding this arguT.1ent , it was 

a matter of record that Chechoslavakia had uranium and Russia was in possesion 

of Chechoslavakia . Since we tilid not know what Burns represented , whether 

he was supposed to be the nd new Secretary of State or the new man in 

char ge of the uranium project , our 1as not very purposeful . 

\'e talked to Burns about the need of preserving the theme .. . •. . .....• . .• •. 

. . •....• • ..• in the uranium project even though the individual projects would 

have to be disolved . I remember that ..•... . was particularly concerned 

about this point and s o was I but this , of course , was none of Burns ' 

b siness , except that we didn ' t know it . ·.]hen I raised the quetti on of 

whether the bonb should be used . Another question \·ms whether the bomb 

should be used . If it were true that x hN!dl in post t'Jo r ld ''Jars the bombs 

existenc e \vas a great danger to us, as I believed it was true, then I 

keep 
should consider, so I said , whether we ought not t 16/kH~i: existence of the 

bomb secret , at least for a while until we can wake up our minds in what 

manne.r we X:R want to control this situation . I therefore, raised the 
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question of whether it wouldn ' t be -.riser , assuming we wanted to keep the 

existence of the bomb secret, to refrain from testing the bomb . Once the 

lJ:akm bomb was tested as it was already tested in .......•.. too many 

people knew of its existenc e , to keep it secret from there on . The ••.••.•. 

.•.... was this, that if we had more time to discuss what kind of inter-

national control •Je v;ant XNXK1!1Ei:XE:i to propose , that in the meantimexint 

our ...••....•... XS:li§IX:k stoc kpile x can be greatly increased and we ' 11 be in 

a better position to make xngKEBxxi a generous proposal to Russia , and if 

the proposal is sot accepted we ' ll be in a very strong atomic position , 

with respect to them . Looking back, these talks appeared to me fittingly 

naive .....•..•..•....•. will not think through the difficult problems of 

international c ontrol until they are forced to do so , and if we had post-

paned testinG the bombs , we would have also postponed thinking about the 

consequesc es of the bomb . As to using the bomb, Burns thought that the 

government .would be in trouble to explain if it later turned out to be 

that we had the bomb and did not use it. Why were we willing to prolong 

the war when we had such a potent weapon which would have ended it? He 

also thought thatit would be possible, by not testing the bomb , to create 

the impression in Russia and elsewhere XH that the project had been a 

failure . But he thought that if we did not test and use the bomb it 
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\·Jould be impossible to continue the development of atomic energy . So, how 

are we going to justify to Congress having spent two billion dollars and 

nothing to show for it . How could we ask Congress to appropriat e any 

further money for the development of atomic energy ,, if we didn 't demonstrat e 

the usefulness of atomic energy , by using the bomb . Burns had another 

ar gument . He was conc erned about the way the Russians threw their weight 

about . They occupied Rut'!ania , Hungary , Bulgaria and we have diffi culties 

with the RussiaPS in Poland . He thought that i f we use the bomb and showed 

our great power, Russia would be more manageable. " You would not want the 

stay 
Russians to/.srt~ in Hungary" he said to me , "or would you?" This argument 

shut e up for awhile for while I was conc erned about ussian dominat i on of 

Eastc!tn Europe , and while I was conc erned about the fate of Hungary, it 

offended my sense of proportion to decide an issue of such i mportanc e for 

the Unit ed States and the rest of the world from a point of view of what is 

better for Hungary. Perhaps more i mportant than that , I was greatly dis-

turbed at Burns ' ar gument that by showing the power of the bomb we might 

expect the Russians t o be more manageable in negotiations over Eastern 

europe . This was s o far from what I thought was sound psychology thati I 

faced ......•..•...• of the world if men , basing their thinging on this 

kind of insi ght , occupy hi gh positions in the classes of the government. 
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The thought crossed my mind , how much better it might have been for the 

world if , ·r . Burns had been born in Hungary and become a physicist$ and if 

I had been born in this country and become a statesman . It seemed to me the 

world would have better off on two counts in this caseand maybe there would 

have been no bomb . After the conversation with Burns, I returned xnk to 

Chicar o and found considerable education there ....••..•.•.. was very much 

disturbed about our exc ursions and summoned Dr. Bartll:y (7) to question 

him about what transpired . He told Bartsky that I rrossly violated 

security rules by gi vine Mr. Burns a doc ument of this sort. " ~lr. Burn9," 

he said, "does not know how to handle secret documents . In the meantime , 

we were advised that a Committee has been appointed under the chairmanship 

of ....••.•.••.•..• which would consider the use of the bomb and thewe 

should be four physicists, namely, ....... ermi .. , Lawrenc e , Compton, and 

Oppenheimer, were ....•..•....• to represent the scientists before this 

committee . The composition of the Committee andthe selection of the 

physicists disturbed us for ,.,hile the physicists are all good men , they 

are men v;ho could be expect ed XNk to play ball on this occassion. 

Oppenheimer, we tbilught, would not oppose the using of the bomb which he 

state his 
tried to make, so hard . . f~tmi . \llill. / •.. Npi:N.i.EBMX opinion but will not 

insist ,, that i t s hould be heard and will not state i t a second time . 
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Compton might be against the use of the bomb but he would not want to incur 

the displeasure of the powers ~e-ee-- by s~~ese~gR-t- stressing this point 

of view. And of Lawrenc e 's position we knew too little to be comforted. 

The .•..••...••• section took the form of a letter to the Secretary of State 

which was signed by almost all the important mames in the Chicago and 

Oak Ridge project. This memor andum asked that Dr . A. C .......•. be add-

ed to this group of physicists. i 'e knew that .•...•.. will form an indepen-

dent opinion of his own andthat he will f:~~gfit--R-- fi ght for his opinion. 

This proposal, however, was rejected by the Secretary of War in a polite 

letter. I knew then that a Committee was loaded and the decision was a 

foregope conclusion. There was nothing more to do than to go on record 

and the best way to @O on record seemed to be to write a petition to the 

P~~~t~e= President. I drafted two versions of the petition. The first one, 

whi ch was somewhat stronger, was si gned by fifty people in Chicago and the 

s econd , whi ch was somewhat weaker , was signed by sixty-three. The second 

petition was dated one day before the ..•.•..•.•. teat, of the bomb . I 

originally planned to bring it to the White House in person but I was 

persvad.ed. ...•. by some of :tus those who felt they woudld sign only if 

the petition was sent through chanels. I regret to say that I agreed to 

send the petition through chanels as a result I do not knww wkt whether the 
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Peesident ever received the petition or not . The chanels were , of course, 

through the kaHfti:i Manhattan district. Shortly before the bomb was dropped , 

several of us were gi ven different chapters of a report written by Smythe (?). 

He were 
wee asked to sign a receipt stating that we have read and approved of this 

report . Choosina from the chapter s which I read the report gave away 

what might be cansider ed i:m~e-r;l;a£6 important secrets . For the important 

secrets are the general ideas and the knowledge of the methods that actually 

worked rather than the blueprints . In.the absence of all clear thinking , 

conc erni ng international control of atomic energy it seemed to me nnwise 

to disclose that much i nformati on as was c ontained in Smythe 's report . 

It would have been a different matter if we had known precisly along 

what lines we might want to neg-otiate towards international c ontrol . I 

(End of Rec ord Sl4- Beginning 
asked the Captain whd> brought me the report / what the .• te¥:t .•. had me ant 

of Record Sl5) 
that I r ead and approve d of the report. Di d approved mean that I 

approved the text as correct or did approved mean teea~ that I approved 

that tlus text be publi shed . The Captai n did not know. So, I took my 

pen and I scratched out the words "I approve" and merely signed that 

I read the report. Later on , General .•...••••.• during a controversy of 

w~.te H whe ther or not the report should be published disc losed that he 

sent the report to all the physicists and c he~ists who were essentially 
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involved in this development and he made them sign a statement that they 

approved of it and they all signed except one . I do not know how many 

of those who signed thought that what approved meant that they approved the 

c orrec tness of the t€a*~ text , rather then the intention of publ i shing 

such a report . I know that there were several othersx men in the 

Chicago projec t , x among them.......... . .... who were very doubt f ul 

about the wisdom of publishing this report . In retrospec t , the Smythe 

report probably did not give away very muc h . I doubt tha t i t ecc elerat ed 

construc tion of the first Russian bomb b y any appreciable amount . o ur 

secrets were not secrets at the time when the Smy the report appeared . 

••...•••••••... bec ause Russia rec eived infornmtion through Smythe 

.••.•..•... bec ause they ~athered up the s ame information thems elves. 

rf he bomb was dropped on Hiroshima on August 2 , 1945 , and k shortly 

after wards, the s ec ond bomb was dropped on Nagisaki . The f eneral 

publi c responded with joy but the majority of those with \ 'hom I was in 

contac t in the uranium project were conc erned . "Dropping the bomb on 

Hiroshima ," said S . K ....•.•....•. , "was a tragic mi s take ." "Dropping 

the bomb on Nagisaki ," he said , "was an atrocity ." I believe he s unned 

up c orrec tly the feeling of most of the physi cists . The eYc ess of moral 

indignation among the beneral public astonished me so I took time out ~% to 
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visit at Bishop ..••......•.. to find out how the Catholic Church felt 

about this and I found that they hadn't given it much thought. I got 

very much the same impression by talking to other Church leaders. Apparent -

ly it took some time. Apparently , the moral consideration alone is not 

suffiecient to ft£~e~Rs- arouse the ch r ches to process these days . And 

only later on when the possibility that such bombs might be dropped upon 

s did most prople discover that there is a moral issue involved , in 

throwing atorrut bombs on cities and killi ng , d±E indiscriminately , the in-

habitants . I felt there was a great need to try to make people understand 

what atomic bombs meant for the worldand so I asked Hutchins to call a 

for small conference of about twenty- five people. A closed conference ~:f a 

on soon after Hiroshima. three day meeti ng ri the Campus~£ tbe University of Chicago/ The selection 

of participants was rather a ±~eaj lucky one . The participants stretched 

from Henry Wallace to Charles Lindburg , and inbetween there was 

Lillianthal , and Chester Barnard. b~ny of these people met for the first 

time in their lives. Somehow we managed to cover a nu ber of important 

topics in these three days. We discussed ever ything from preventing war to 

international control of atonic bombs. And another by-product of the 

conference was the appointment of r •. Co pto:o. , as Director of National 

Bureau ofStandar s. AFter the ee~e~eaeE conf erenc e , I decided with 
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Conpton that we would go down to l·Jashington and try to determine to what 

extent the significance ofk thebomb is understood in Government circles. 

William ..•.•••..•.•. had been just appointed Assistant Secretaty of State 

under Durns and he gave a dinner at his house for the top desk people of 

at 
~aeS the State Department te which Compton and I spoke. \\'hat we told these 

people was news to them. We told them that it will not take very li>ng until 

another country such as Russ1ta may have the bomb and that in the long run 

the balanc e of power will not remain in favor of the United States as a 

result of the development of ato~uc bombs. It seems that none of them ever 

thought of this possibility and that they appreciated having their ftttaetie-

attention focused on it. l~hile we were 1.n Washington we picked up more or 

less accidently~ a bill , the so called ..• ~-~1· ... Johnson bill for the 

control of atomic energyliJhich had been prepared and printed and ref erred to 

the Hous e r.'ili tary Affairs Comni ttee. .\'hen I got back to Chicago I read in 

the newspapers that a h earing was held at whi ch the supporters of the bill 

spok~nd that the hearinss were thereafter closed, the e~e co~nittee pre-

paring to report the bill out to the iE floor of the Hous e. I gave the 

copy of the bill which I brou Q'ht to the Law Schilol and asked them for an 

opinion . The response was a state of alarm . The bill provided f or a 

part-time board that would appoint a full timex manager and an assistant 

manager . 
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...•.....•.• this board were appointed by the President but ~KElll could not 

be disposed by the President and the aanafer entirely removed from the 

control of the 
3:l§ltlpi:JOUi::e.xxXJm President. The thought of carrying out the business of 

atomic energy , the part-time board that appoints a manager did not 

appeal to the Law School neither did it appeal to me . It so happens that 

A. H. Compton c ame on a visit to Chicago and addressed :tk.:e a gathering of 

the members of the confer ence. So we asked Compton \'Jhat he thought of the 

bill. Compton understood that it was a good bill but he had not read the 

bill . But then Co!'1pton went on and said something that deeply shocked us. 

Imnediat~ly aft er the bomb was dllopped on Hiroshima we were requested to 

refrain from disc ussing atomic eneray in public but this ·Jas not xr explicit-

ly said the mpression was somehow created that the restrain we were asked 

to excersise was due to the fact that iwportant international negotiations 

were under way on the control of atomic energy. And believ£ng this to be 

:i.E true, we all complied . Dut now Compton told us that this secret of 

silence was made by the War Department in order to be able to pass a bill 

on the c ontrol of atomic energy /11/fl/11.'.' without unnecessary discussions 

in Congress." When I heard this I really got mad and said at once that I 

thought it was a duty to fight any attempt to snuggle a bill for the 

control of atomic energy through Congress . It so happened that on the 
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day I received a telephone call from Hutchins, asking if I would see someone , 

tellina me ha had :lNu~ lunch wi.Jth Marshall Field and that 11arshall !fi eld 

wanted me to talk with someone on the Chicago Sun about atomic energy . I 

told Hutchins that I would be glad to do this but in that c ase that I would 

also like to talk with someone from the Chicago Herald Tribune . I told the 

representatives of both newspapers that there was an intent to smuggle a bi l l 

through Conr ress and that we were asked to keep siJent and that we complied 

but that we are not going to keep silent any longer now that we know the 

purpose which that silence was supposed to serve . Bec ause the information 

I re\ITeived was in a closed meeting from A. H. Coii1pton I thought that I must 

not identify the sours e of my information or even identify myself . This, 

I now know , was a mistake. But because I was not willing to be identified 

or disclose the source of my information , the Chicago IIerald Tribune said 

that they couldn ' t print the story . The Chicago Sun made it a story on 

the front page . Thsi front page story of the Chic ago Suh was an open -

ing shot in the fi ght of the scientists against the . Mo..q ... Johnson Bill/ 

Compton and I went back to i_,ashington . Because of that all the physi cists 

on the scene were eager to talk to us. He talked to the merrber s of the 

House ~'ili tary Affairs Corrun.i tt ce and convinced them that something was 

vrong in the manner in whic h this bill was being pushed through Congress. 
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These members arranged for a meeting with Chairman Mxi: May who later on 

s e rved a jail sentence in Kentucl-y . But May refused to be swayed and a few 

days later he announced to the newspapers that the hearing which had been 

closed would r emain closed in spite of Dr . Compton's and my urging that they 

be reopened . In the me antime we go in touch with XXE an atomic scientist 

group that had been formed in Chicago , in Los Alamos and in Oak Ridge. 

Cak Ridge under the influence of Oppenheime r favored the passage of the 

May-Johnson Bill. Oppenheimer was told and he believed it that no inter-

national control of atoQic energy can be negotiat ed unitl Congress passes a 

bill of the control of atomic ener gy. Therefore, thinking that !,R4ie¥He.!,,l-

international control of atomic energy was more important taa~R-a--- than 

anything else, 5ppenheimer was all in favor of passing a bill fast. Any 

bill as long as it was a bill . For a while, Loa Alamos, followed Oppenheimer. 

Oak Ridge in Chicago, however~ became feeaJ vocal in the project. But 

the pressure which tee~- developed became so strong that tee hearings 

had to be reopened . They were not reoperl ed f or long , just for one mo re 

day . One ni ght I r ec eived a t e l ephone call from the Offic e of the Military 

Affairs Conmri ttee of the House whether I would be prepared to testify the R 

nex t morning :g against the bill . I said I would . "Who else c ould testify 

.. 
against the bill ',' they asked me . There was only one physicist in Washington 
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who knew some thing about atomic energy . Thi s was Herbert Hender s on, t he young 

co- worker of Enric o Fermi . Henderson said he was l·;illing to :t€sti-~-eRtR--

testify on suc h short noti c e and I so informed the c onunittee . The two of her 

witnesses were asked to testify by the 1'Jar Department . They were A. H. 

Compton and Robe rt Oppenhei me r . %M~ (End f~ of Rec ord Sl5 Begi nni ng of 

Record Sl6) 

~hether both t estified in favor of a bill or apparedbly did so , their 

testiLony vJaS most lukelvarm . I f they were f or a bill , at all , they were for 

the bill only because they thourht another bill mi ght even be worse . In 

vi e\'; of the composition of the House t1i litary Affairs Committee t hei r vie\·'./ 

was perhaps not ent irely unjustified . Oppenheimer ~s testimony 1:1as a mast er -

piece . He talked i n such a manner that the Conf:re ssmen present thought 

he was fo r the bill but the physi cists present all though t that he was 

a r aint t the bill . He was , for instance , asked , at one point , by a Con-

gr ess men , "Dr . Oppenhei mer , do you think this is a good bill , " And 

Oppenhei mer answered, " Dr . Busch thinks this a good bill and Dr . Kaner 

thinks this is a good bill and I have a very hi gh r egard for both Dr . Bus h 

and Dr . Konent (?) . To the Congressmwn this might me an that Oppenhei mer 

thinks this is a good bill but no physicist believes that Oppenheimer will 

form an opinion on the basis of his good opinion of s0mebody el s e ' s 

opini on. 
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So to the physicists present in the audience this 

After this one day of hearing, the hearings we r e closed fD 

good . So , on a subject of such vast importante as atomic energy the House 

~cilitary Affairs ComF~ttee thought that the bi ll could be passed on the 

basis of t wo days of hearings . But as Dr. Compton and I found as wex 

went around Washington, no one was really very much in favor of the bill 

except the War Department . The Navy didn t care very much for it and 

the Interior didn ' t think much of it. The Deparment of Commerc e thought 

the bill was bad . The White House had not taken a position even though 

for a whi le the impression was created that the bill was an Administrati on 

Mobilization 
bill . The offi c e of War and Rec onversmnns 

which was in charge of st eering bills through Congress didn 't like the 

bill at all . We did not have very much more to do than to tell everybody 

what everybody else thought of the bill in order to kill the bill. As a 

result of this activity , the bill never got through . "You boys did a good 

job ," said SOiileone to us in the Offi c e of War mobilization Reconversi ons, 

"but you never understood what 4ifiat- this bill really said. Did you notice 

that the bill sa;i,a-4;~4; specifically says that the manager has to keep the 

at 
assistant manager i nformed ~f/alltimes. What does this say to you? " Why do 

they have to write this into the bill? "Well ," he said , "if you thinktha't 
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the manager will be someone appointed form the Army e.ae4iefl.- and the assistan 

manager someone appointed form the Navy , then of course , since the Army and 

Navy are not willinr to ta 1_k to each other , you very HeiH have to wri te 

into the bill that "by God ," this time they will talk to each other ." Thee 

is no otherR explanation for this provision of the bill . Another law 

was introduced . • Co::r..ittee on J.to.:.ic Energy was set up in the Senate . 

It had ex t ensive hearin~s and later on a law introduced by f.'c .:ann was adopt-

cd and passed by both houses of Conrre s s. The scientists tried to use the 

bearinf S before 4;Re- the Atomic Ener gy Conmrissi on of the Senat e for general 

education , both of the members of the Conwittee and the general public 

points which we 
at Jarge . One of the essential/~ssHes-we-tried to get accross to the 

Govermment on this occ asi on was our c onviction that it will take Russia 

no more than perhaps five years to have the bomb . ~!Uc h effor t has been 

spent by those quite involved in the development to convince the govern-

ment of the likelihood of an early development of bombs abroad. But those 

administrative 
who were in hig~/positions such as General Groves, ·Dr . Conant and 

Dr . Bush took the opposite view and the government as we now know accepted 

their views rather than ours. Thus , James Burns writes in his book 

Speaking Frankly , that when he became Secretary of ~ State, he tried to 

find out how long we may expect the Russians to take to produce a bomb 
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and from the best information which he could gather he concluded that it 

would t~~e them from seven to fifteen years. This, Burns continues to 

say, was based either on the assumption that postwas recovery was fairly 

rapid and since postwar recovery itself was not rapid Burns thought that 

these estimates have to be~ devised •••••••••••••••••••••·•·•·•••••••• 

Ax..~ As we now know, Russia took four years to explode the first 

~ bomb. This wrong appraisal of Russian capacity is probably responsible 

for the fact that in our negotiations ori the control of atomic energy we 

took an inflexible stand. Many in our government believed what Churchill 

posession of the 
so clearly expressed--- that the/atomic bomb by America is the best safe-

the also 
~ guard for/freedom of Europe . Since I believed that and/believed that 

for many many years the Russians will have no bombs, there was no great 

desire for inventing a form of control that might be acceptable to Russia 

as well as the United States . (End of Record Sl6 ) 
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2nd article by Dr. Leo Szilard 

Now that the nucleus had been split, scientists began thinking in terms of 

using this vast energy as a source of power. A few, noting the war clouds over 

Europe, talked privately in terms of some kind of war weapon. 
' 

But one more question remained to be answered before such dreams could be 

practical. Was a chain reaction possible1 In other words, \'«)uld the neutrons 

given off' when the nucleus was split go on and in turn strike other nuclei, causing 

further splitting and further release of' energy. · 

The first report came f'ram France. Frederick Joliot, son-in-law of' Madam 

Curie, said he found that neutrons are given off', but instead of building up to a. 

grand climax, the reaction runs down a.nd stops like a.n unwound clock. For a. time 

it appeared as if the hope of' a new source of' energy was lost. 

Meanwhile, Dr. Fermi, now an American citizen, and myself', were working on 

the same problem at Columbia. We concluded after a series of experiments that a 

chain reaction could be sustained. 
so 

After others confirmed this belief', we felt the information 10rrtx/important 

that it should be pointed out to the government, chiefly in view of the fact that 

there were indications that Germany miglit be preparing an 1Q1 explosive on the basis 

of Dr. Hahn's outstanding work. 

Dr. George B. Pegram, dean of' physics at Columbia Uhiversity, decided to send 

Dr. Fermi to Washington to lay our information before the Navy Department. 

Fermi came back in a few days a very disappointed man. The Navy, he reported, 

merely said they were "interested" but after waiting several more weeks. nothing 

developed. 

We, then, decided to approach the Army. A group of' us went down to Washington 

to meet with a colonel in the Ordnance Department. Here the reception was even 

colder. No weapon, the colonel declared, can be said to be worthwhile until it has 

been tested in two wars. He dismissed us by saying that if' we uncovered anything 
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like a death ray to come arow.d and see him again. 

Having been rebuffed tYdoe by the armed services, the scientists were about 

ready to give up the whole idea and return to their laboratory mrk. 

But with Germany ready to march into Poland, we det enn.ined to make one more try. 

The only man to reach, we decided, was the President of the United States, himself'. 

Albert Einstein, we believed, was important enough to get the Presideiit 's ear. 

We journeyed over to Princeton, laid the matter before him. He agreed to write a 

letter which would be taken to the White House by .AJ.exa.nder Sachs, a Wall street 

friend of' President Roosevelt. 

Also sent along were some scientific articles and my own memorandun pointing 

out the possibility of' using urani un to drive boats and airplanes. 

Sachs presented the letter to the President on October 11. The text of' it 

rwl%mwsj~ is attached. 

In the spring of 1940, just before the Fall of' France, Sachs again saw the 

President to present another Einstein letter dealing with the progress of Gennan 

urani un work. 

My ovvn letter to the President suggested that a bomb set off at sea near the 

coast might produce tidal waves ·that would aestroy coastal cities. I also 

meiitioned the possibilities of' a new poison gas, made of' neuf:;rons that might kill 

hunan beings within a radi Ull of one kilometer. 

Finally, the wheels began to turn. The President set up a special commission 

to meet with the scientists and discuss the problem further. 
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